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Lo, I am with you always, even unto the end
of the world (matt, xxviii. 20).
the election of the Jewish people from among the
nations had fulfilled its promised end. Their fortunes had
displayed the alliance between transgression and punish-
ment, obedience and reward, in the temporal dispensa-
tions of God; and suggested an analogy between these and
the spiritual allotments of a state future and afar. They
had treasured up, with a reverence approaching to super-
stition, the literal language of the old inspiration, the
human echo of the voice of the Lord. But the national
custody of prophetic evidence and typical illustration was
no longer demanded from those guardians of the oracles
of God. Predictions had been fixed and identified by
event, and type had expired in substantive fulfilment.
The ritual also of the old covenant was one of fugitive and
local designation. The enactments of their civil code
anticipated miraculous support; and, had this been
vouchsafed to many nations, miracle, instead of an inter-
ruption in the harmony of nature, would have been in the
common order of events. The observance, again, of their
ceremonial law, restricted to one temple and a single
altar, was impracticable to all save those in the vicinity
of that particular land; many, indeed, were merely pos-
sible under peculiar adaptations of climate, manners and
governments. Even the solemn recognition of the old
morality embodied in the Scripture of Moses, and made
imperative by the signature of God; inasmuch as it exacted
utter obedience, and yet indicated no ceremonial atone-
ment for defect, was another argument of a mutable creed.
The impress of change, the character of incompletion,
were traceable on every feature of the ancient faith. The
spirit of their religion, as well as the voice of prophecy,
announced that the sceptre must depart from Judah, and
a new covenant arrive for the house of Israel. It was not
thus with the succeeding revelation. When the fulness of
time was come (that is to say, when the experiment of ages

